
TARMAC CINESESSIONS 2019

THE WEEKLY MEETING OF 
GAMING COMMUNITIES



CONCEPT



CONCEPT

WHAT ARE THE THE TARMAC CINESESSIONS?

They’re free e-sport events organized in a cinema theatre.

Once a week, between September and November.

THE SAME PASSION, VIDEO GAMES:

They bring together players of all levels around their passion for video games.
Each event can accommodate up to 200 participants.

ONLINE BROADCASTING:

For each date, a TV production setup will be installed (shooting, recording,
flow management, giant screen broadcasting, commentators, etc.). This
installation will make it possible to capture the best of the event in order to
broadcast it live on Twitch*.

*Twitch is a streaming and VOD service for video games

EXCEPTIONAL GAMING EVENT



CONCEPT : HOW THIS WILL PLAY OUT

For this second edition, Tarmac is taking the CineSessions all over Belgium.

12 dates in 3 cities (cinemas to be defined)

There will also be an opening night: TAG TEAM BATTLE

Players and spectators will be welcomed from 7pm.

At 8pm the tournament and the live broadcast on Twitch will start.

The tournament will run until 11pm, interspersed with 4 advertising screens.



CONCEPT : HOW THIS WILL PLAY OUT

The Tarmac CineSessions will aim to bring a community together around the same passion, whatever their level!

TOURNAMENT FREEPLAY SPECTATOR



INFLUENCERS 

The Tarmac CineSessions will be hosted by influencer MrQuaRaté, who
has over a million views on his Twitch channel.

Sunny and Tahiti, animators on Tarmac, will also comment on the
events.

Other gaming influencers will also be present during this 2nd edition of
the Tarmac CinéSessions, such as DOIGBY

SUNNY AND TAHITI



4 MAJOR GAMING THEMES 

Depending on video game news (releases, popularity trends,...) the format and content of the Tarmac CineSessions may be modified to better meet the community's expectations. 

Each theme is promoted and/or presented by one or more 
influencers from the target community. 



VERSUS FIGHTING

Depending on the video game news (releases, popularity trends,...) the format and content of the Tarmac CineSessions may be modified to better meet the community's expectations. 

CCL - YOUNES ABOU (GL_Abou)

1,5K followers 3.3K followers



FOOTBALL

Depending on the video game news (releases, popularity trends,...) the format and content of the Tarmac CineSessions may be modified to better meet the community's expectations. 

BRIAN SAVARY RAFSOU

25,2k followers 31.3k followers

10k followers

CONTEST : 
During the Fifa Tarmac Cinésessions, 
spectators will have the opportunity to 
participate in a contest that will give them 
access to a unique coaching internship 
at Vitality in France.

Vitality is a French e-sport club that prepares 
the best European teams.  



FORTNITE

Depending on the video game news (releases, popularity trends,...) the format and content of the Tarmac CineSessions may be modified to better meet the community's expectations. 
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NOWARD TEEQZY ADZ DRG

CONTEST : 
During the Fortnite Tarmac Cinésessions, 
spectators will have the opportunity to 
participate in a contest that will give them 
access to a unique coaching internship 
at Vitality in France.

Vitality is a French e-sport club that prepares 
the best European teams.  



HEARTHSTONE

Depending on the video game news (releases, popularity trends,...) the format and content of the Tarmac CineSessions may be modified to better meet the community's expectations. 

SOLARY

The most popular French-speaking 
gaming Webtv will be a partner of 
hearthstone events.

OLIECH

48.4k followers

97.2K followers

153k followers

339k followers

163K followers

345K followers



LAUNCH PARTY 



OPENING NIGHT: TAG TEAM BATTLE 

In order to promote the new season of the Tarmac CineSessions we are offering you an
exceptional opening night.

On Friday 13 September, the best Belgian FORTNITE players will compete in a new event
combining competition and entertainment. The evening will be hosted by DOIGBY, a famous
gamer.

The TAG TEAM BATTLE will fill a room with 800 people.

Noward, Teeqzy, Adz and Drg will meet in a ring during 3 hours of entertainment.

Doibgy will share the game from Tarmac's Twitch page on his own page.346k followers

768k followers

414k followers
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503k followers



OFFERS



GOLD
PARTNER



TARMAC
□ YOUTUBE

Publication of 4 aftermovies: One aftermovie per theme (Versus Fighting, Football, Fortnite, & Hearthstone)

→ Partner logo in posted videos (the Youtube pre-roll will be broken)

→ Partner will be mentioned in the video descriptions

□ FACEBOOK

→ 1 FB posts per event (total: 12) on the Tarmac page (with Handshake) of which at least 1 video aftermovie

(presence of interstitial advertising)

□ TWITCH

Live visibility of the event + 1 month after broadcast (20,000 unique spectators estimated per event)

→ 4 broadcasts of an ad 30'' max. 

→ Presence of the logo on the broadcast screen. 

□ INSTAGRAM

→ 2 stories per event (total: 24) on Tarmac's Instagram account (with Handshake)

□ TWITTER

→ 2 posts per event (total: 24) on Tarmac's Twitter account (with Handshake)

46,5K

213K

125,8K

636TWITTER



TWITCH



ON-SITE VISIBILITY
❑ HALL

→Large partner logo inside the room (Logo on two large 46 inch screens on stage + 2 x 3m x 1.5m tarpaulins on stage)*

→Large logo of the advertiser on the background of the photobooth*

→Partner presence on players' seat covers* 

→Possibility of on-site sampling 

→Possibility to set up rollups or banners* : Maximum 2 at each Tarmac CineSession

→Possibility of contests during events

→Possibility of tap tap* during the launch party 

→Possibility to put visual on Popcorn*packages

→Logo on the bracelets* 

*produced by the Tarmac CineSessions / Confirmation before Monday, August 12, 2019 for production 

❑ SCREEN

→Continuous presence via a large partner logo on the cinema screen 

→Large logo of the partner on the transition screen that will appear between each part

→4 broadcasts of a spot of max 30sec on the cinema screen during each Tarmac CineSession

❑ COMMENTATOR

→The partner will be mentioned at least twice by the commentator at each Tarmac CineSessions



ON-SITE VISIBILITY - CINEMA THEATHER



ON-SITE VISIBILITY – CINEMA THEATHER



VISIBILITY INFLUENCERS 

❑ Launch evening 

→ The partner will be mentioned at least twice on Twitter by the 5 influencers present at the launch party (Nowad, Teeqzy, Drg, Adz)

→ Minimum 1 mention in an Instagram story + 2 Tweets on Doigby’s account

❑ Tarmac Cinésessions

→ The partner will be mentioned at least once on Twitter by a gaming influencer during the selected Tarmac CineSessions



BUDGET

BUDGET : 60.000€ gross excluding VAT (for the 12 events)

*In order to be present in all communications (Social Networks, On-site Logo,...) the sponsor must confirm his partnership before 12/08



SILVER
PARTNER



TARMAC
❑ YOUTUBE

Publication of 4 aftermovies: One aftermovie per theme (Versus Fighting, Football, Fortnite, & Hearthstone)

→ Partner logo in posted videos (the Youtube pre-roll  will be broken)

❑ TWITCH

Live visibility of the event + 1 month after broadcast (20,000 unique spectators estimated per event)

→ Presence of the logo on the broadcast screen. 

❑ INSTAGRAM

→1 story per event (total: 12) on Tarmac's Instagram account (with Handshake)

❑ TWITTER

→ 1 post per event (total: 12) on Tarmac's Twitter account (with Handshake)

46,5K

213K

125,8K

636TWITTER



TWITCH

GOLD



ON-SITE VISIBILITY

❑ HALL

→Small logo of the partner inside the room (Logo on two large 46 inch screens on stage + 2 tarpaulins of 3m x 1.5m on stage)*

→Small  logo of the advertiser on the background of the photobooth*

→Possibility of sampling during a Tarmac Cinésession

→Possibility of competition during a Tarmac Cinésession

❑ SCREEN

→Continuous presence via a small logo of the partner on the cinema screen 

→Small logo of the partner on the transition screen that will appear between each part

*produced by the Tarmac CineSessions / Confirmation before Monday, August 12, 2019 for production 



ON-SITE VISIBILITY - CINEMA HALL

GOLD GOLD

GOLD



BUDGET

BUDGET : 10.000€ gross excluding VAT (for the 12 events)

*In order to be present in all communications (Social Networks, Field Logo,...) the sponsor must confirm his partnership before 12/08



LET'S CREATE TOGETHER 

LET'S CREATE TOGETHER 


